Key Stage 2 & 3 WestminStars Curriculum

Parents Handbook
“My child really enjoyed his
transition days and was
excited to start in year 7. He is
much happier and willing to
attend school since starting at
The Westminster School.”
KS3 Parent

“The curriculum is exceptionally
well organized and highly
personalized. Arrangements for
assessing and tracking pupils
progress are meticulous. Every
step of progress, however small is
recorded and celebrated”
Ofsted,
November 2017
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Curriculum Overview
The WestminStars curriculum in Key Stage 2 and 3 includes 13 subject areas, and aims to provide
knowledge and skills that pupils require to access many accreditations and employment in the next
stages of their lives.
WestminStars subjects include:
Art
Design Technology
Drama
English (Including writing, reading and communication)
FOSTERS
Humanities
Computing
Maths (Including number and problem solving)
Music
Physical Education
SHaLT
 Relationship and Sex Education
 Science












Pupils in Year 7 and 8 are class based meaning that they have the same teacher for most of their subjects and timetable, usually including: English, Humanities, Maths and SHaLT. Pupils in these classes
are usually taught by subject specific teachers for other subjects. This system was introduced in 2015
and has had a positive impact on pupil transition from previous schools to The Westminster School.
Pupils in Year 9 are taught by subject specific teachers for all of their subjects to start to increase
their independence and responsibility.
Towards the end of Year 9, pupils have opportunities to explore a range of optional subjects
including presentations, discussions and taster sessions. After pupils have experienced the taster
sessions, they choose which options they would like to study in Key Stage 4 alongside core subjects.
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Example Timetable
This is an example timetable for a Year 7/8 class:

Class Groups
Below are the classes that currently
access the WestminStars Curriculum
Pathway in Key Stage 3:
KS3 (Year 7 and 8 combined) – Malvern
KS3 (Year 7 and 8 combined) – Wenlock
KS3 – 9.1
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Teaching and Learning
In Key Stage 3 WestminStars teaching and learning is based around a termly theme.
Pupils have much higher engagement and enthusiasm for their learning when it has a focus as
all activities and subjects link together. The table below shows an example of how core
subjects can incorporate a termly theme.
Example Themes:

Term

Autumn Term

Spring Term

Summer Term

Theme

It’s a Kind of
Magic

Back to the
Future

Money, Money,
Money

English

Reading fiction texts
including Harry Potter
and the Philosophers
Stone
Writing Letters,
stories, instructions for
potions.
Communication
through drama

Reading a range of
non-fiction texts based
around inventions
Writing non-fiction texts
including biographies,
newspaper reports and
diary entries
Communication
through
researching and
presenting information
and creating
future inventions

Reading - Persuasive
and advertising texts
Writing - Persuasive
posters and adverts for
their stall
Communication through working with
peers to plan, set up
and run a small
business

Maths

Time - Train Times and
Harry’s Hogwarts
Timetable
Money - Recognising
coins, buying items from
Dyagon Alley for
Hogwarts, finding
change
Capacity - Measuring
potions in millilitres

Measuring length in
metres and centimetres.
Estimating different
measurements
Weighing and
comparing items
Solving word
problems
Ordering numbers

Money - Opening up
bank accounts, handling
real
money, counting money
spent and profit made,
comparing prices
Data Handling Creating a range of
charts and graphs
Time - Bus timetables
to go shopping and
opening hours for our
stall

Science

Experimenting with
different chemical
reactions through
making potions
Making predictions and
drawing conclusions
Recording results

Identifying electrical
items
Making simple circuits
Testing voltage
Identifying if it is a fair
test
Designing circuits
Exploring conductors

Biology - Looking at
conditions and
requirements for plants,
fruit and
vegetables to grow
Structure of plant cells
Developing
investigation skills
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Teaching and Learning
WestminStars pupils in KS3 work towards a range of targets in each subject area.
Targets are categorised increasing in difficulty from 1 star to 5 stars. Pupils complete a variety
of both written and practical activities to be able to work towards these targets and increase
their independence for each skill. The targets have been designed to equip pupils with skills
needed for each subject area for future accreditations and employment.
Evidence is collected for each target that a pupil is working towards using
an online app called Evidence for Learning. All staff have access to this app
and regularly upload photos and videos of each pupil completing activities
to practise a skill and increase their independence. Staff also write
comments using the app to record and monitor pupil progress.

Teachers regularly make a selection of evidence visible to parents/carers so
that you can celebrate and contribute towards your child's learning journey.

This is an example of evidence
from a Year 7/8 English lesson.
The pupil has created a set of
instructions outlining how to use
the wand she has made as part of
the ‘It’s a Kind of Magic’ topic.
The teacher has uploaded a
photograph of the pupils work,
and also a video of the pupil
presenting her work. The
‘Frameworks’ section includes
targets that she has achieved
during the lesson and the
comments describe how
independently she could complete
these targets.
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Assessment
Pupils progress is measured through how independently they can complete their targets. The
independence hierarchy used is shown below:
PH

Physical Help

This is ‘hand over hand’ help to complete a task.

MH

Modelled Help

VP

Verbal Prompt

This is being able to copy what someone does by
watching.
This is following a direct instruction.

GP

Gestural Prompt

This is needing to be prompted to know what to do.

I

Independent

IS

Independent in a variety of
contexts

Completing a task all by yourself without any
prompts in a familiar place
Completing a task in different contexts and places.

Below is an example of how pupils are assessed each half term to monitor progress.
Teachers look at the evidence collected over the half term and make a judgement to state
how independently the pupil can carry out each target covered. Pupils revisit skills and
move on to more challenging targets throughout Key Stages 2 and 3 to progress towards
independence.
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What Our Pupils Say...
“Learning through
different topics is fun
and exciting. I have
lots of friends at TWS”
“I like my lessons
because there are
always chances to be
active and creative”

“All of the staff are
really friendly and
make me laugh. My
favourite lesson is
Science because we do
fun experiments”

“Our lessons are
always challenging
but by the end I can
do it! I have learnt
so much here”

“There are lots of
opportunities at
TWS. I never
thought I would get
the chance to be a
member of a school
council”

“The teachers
here are kind
and helpful and
help me with my
work”
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Enrichment Opportunities
WestminStars pupils across all key stages have opportunities to participate in Enrichment
opportunities. In year 7/8 pupils have weekly swimming and dance sessions as well as other
opportunities throughout the year to engage in additional enrichment activities. In Year 9 pupils experience a range of different enrichment opportunities throughout the academic year
including creating animated movies, learning how to film, yoga, creating a sensory art garden,
setting up their own business, forest schools and many other activities.
All pupils also have many opportunities to go on residential
trips throughout the year including:


Disneyland Paris



Frank Chapman



Preston Montford Field Studies Centre

Frank Chapman Residential

High Ropes

Yoga Enrichment

Disneyland Paris

Lego Therapy

Children enjoying Forest Schools at The Westminster School
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Archery at The Frank Chapman Centre

Contact Us
For more information about the
WestminStars Curriculum and any
of the information in this booklet
please contact:
Miss C. Cooper
WestminStars Curriculum Lead

Our vision:

The Westminster School
Curral Road
Rowley Regis
B65 9AN
0121 5616884
headteacher
@westminster.sandwell.sch.uk

Building foundations and
providing opportunities to create
confident, aspirational and
independent members of our
community.

Visit us on the web at
www.thewestminsterschool.co.uk

